PROMYS Europe

A partnership of PROMYS, Wadham College and the Mathematical Institute at the University of Oxford, and the Clay Mathematics Institute

9 July – 19 August 2023 at Wadham College, Oxford

www.promys-europe.org

Six weeks of challenging and stimulating mathematical exploration, for mathematically ambitious school students aged 16+ from across Europe

“It's an experience that will stick with you a lifetime. It's hard work, but every bit of it is worth it”◊ “It’s wonderful to have people around with whom I can really properly discuss mathematics and develop ideas”◊ “I love the collaborative atmosphere of PROMYS and the depth in which we study Number Theory”◊ “I think it is an amazing programme and it has changed me completely”

– Students, PROMYS Europe 2022

“The programme offers pre-university students from across Europe an extraordinary opportunity to engage with deep mathematical ideas” – CMI President

Selection is needs-blind and based on merit alone. Partial or full financial aid is available for those who need it.

The programme is dedicated to the principle that no one should be unable to attend for financial reasons.